Lesions of the lateral parabrachial nuclei disrupt aversion learning induced by electrical stimulation of the area postrema.
The research about the neural basis of taste aversion learning (TAL) has pointed out the area postrema (AP) as a fundamental structure implied in the processing of certain toxic stimuli. Likewise, recent studies demonstrated that electric stimulation of the AP is an efficient substitute of the aversive stimulus. The lateral parabrachial nucleus (PBN1), one of the subnuclei of the parabrachial complex, is the main anatomic rostral connection of the AP. In the experiment presented here, we demonstrate that TAL induced by electric stimulation of the AP is interrupted when the PBN1 is lesioned, thus giving support to the functional role of this anatomic system (AP-PBN1) in the codification of aversive stimuli processed by the AP.